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Any has been aptly described as a "many-splendoured thing". 
Not the. least of its splendeurs can be attributed to the fact 
that any is a quantifier. This view is accepted by most scholars 
but it rai ses a question whi ch i s not always easy to answer: if 
any is a quantifier, what quantity does it express? The problem 
here is not that it expresses no quantity, but rather that it 
expresses a wide variety of quantities, so wide in fact that it 
is c:jifficult to reconcile this polysemy with the idea that any is 
a single ward insofar as the expression of quantity is concerned. 
Since our main concern here will be to show the underlying unity 
of any, we shall focus our attention on its quantitative facets. 
However, such is the diversity of this "extraordinary word" that 
we shall not be able, in the time at our disposal, to deal ade
quately with all these facets, let alone its other splendeurs. 

We can best begin by examining sorne clear cases where the 
quantity expressed is not in doubt. For example, if I want to 
find the city hall, someone may well tell me: 

( 1) Ask any man you meet. 

He re the speaker ob vi ous ly in tends me to pi ck out one man at 
random from among those 1 meet and ask directions. Similarly, 
when showing someone a card trick, one might say: 

(2) Take any aard. 

Again it seems obvious that the speaker intends the other persan 
to choose a single card out of the deck. The meaning of arty in 
the se two cases can be characteri zed as 'one' 

This fi rs t sense of any can be contras ted with the sense 1 t 
sugges ts in the fo llowi ng sen tence: 

(3) a,:ve me any tetters you find. 

Here the speaker seems to have ·in mind.something like 'all the 
letters, however many this may be'. Similarly, in: 

(4) Any ehangeo eoutd be made in proof. 

the sense 1s something like· 'all changes that may be requi red'. 
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Examples (3) and (4) thus indicate that any has the possibility 
of expressing an all-inclusive quantity, a totality. 

So far we have seen that any can express quantities as dif
ferent as 'al l' and 'one'. A third sense can be discerned in the 
followi ng sentence: 1 

{ 5) The aZosest scrutin y i s owed t-a the AngZo
Saxon lœnnings and the l!omeria ep-ithets; 
if any woJ'ds and phnwes a!'e formuZaia, 
they wiU be. 

Here the suggestion is something like 'if there really are 
certain words and phrases which are formulaic ..• '. Quantity-wise, 
any he re appears to have the sense 'a certain number of', th at is, 
sorne quantity intermediate between 'one' and 'al l'. The follow
ing use of any can be understood in the same way: 

{6) That any people retain doubts on these 
quest-ions is symptomatù.: of tt.Jo unfor>tunate 
conditions of modern existence, 

The writer has in mind something like 'that there should be a 
certain number of persans who ••• '. Again one gets the impression 
of a quantity which is neither 'one person' nor 'all people' but 
somewhere in between the two. 

These examples will suffi ce to show that any can express not 
just one quantity but a range of quantities. /ln observation of 
this sortis by no means original. fvehster's 1'hir•d, for example, 
has the following entry for any: "one, seme or all indiscrimi
nately of whatever quantity". To my knowledge, however, nobody 

.has yet come tc gri ps wi th the prob i em of po lys emy posed by the se 
data. If any is the same word in each of our examples, and 1 
believe most speakers of English would hesitate tc declare it 
otherwi se, then underlyi ng the se different senses the re must be 
sorne principle ~1hich ensures the national unity of the ward, seme 
meaning potential which can give rise to the expression of quan
tities ranging from 'all' to 'one'. 

The principle to be proposed here is drawn from Guillaume's 
theory, the Psychomechanics of Language, where it is postulated 
that language is operative in nature. This postulate suggests 
th at the un.derlyi ng me ani ng of any (or of any other morpheme with 
a number of observable senses) is not something static - a par
ticular quantity, for example- but rather something kinetic: 
sorne mental operation making it possible for the speaker tc 
ob tain a representa ti on of the va ri eus senses expressed by the 

This example, like most of the ethers in this paper, has been 
taken from Sahlin 1979. 
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morpheme. ln ether words, if we postulate that the meaning 
potential of any is a movement from a point representing 'all', a 
maximum quantity, to a point representing 'one', a minimum quan
tity, then the quantitatively different senses of '"'Y in dis
course can a 11 be se en as re sul ting from in tercepti ng this move
ment at the point corresponding to the quantity to be expressed 
in the sentence being constructed. The following diagram will 
express this contractive movement from maximum quanti ty (M), 
through any interrnediate quantity (1), to minimum quantity (m): 2 

any 

M l m 
(= maximum) ( = i ntermedi a te) ( = minimum) 

If, then, the potential meaning of any is a movement with 
this contractive form, going from greater to less, one can obtain 
the actual or contextual meaning of 'all' by holding up the move
ment at its very beginning (M). The movement will produce the 
representation of a minimumquantity, 'one', if intercepted at 
its very last instant (m). The representation of an intermediate 
quantity can be ob tai ned through an 1 ntercept1 on some>~here 
betwcon the first ami last instlmts. The s·lgnificnnt point fot· 
us here is that· this manner of conceiving the potential meaning 
of any- as a movement between limits- permits us to maintain 
the national unity of the >~ord and yet account for its variabil-
ityinusage.' . 

A second point of theory can be introduced by examining 
several examples where any occurs as a pronoun: 

( 7) Tf any amon(! tho hm1(ly hwulPr!da 1Jhn ::a f; 
l11 t:ltr' dOI,}Iifmur• a1•o Ùt douht. almttl, lw1.J 
it uomeo out, let them taka comfort. 

2 The reason for postulat{ng a contractive movement (M- m) 
rather than an expansive movement (m- t·1) is, ultimately, the 
hypothesizing character of any. This characteristic can be 
demonstrated only through a comparison with "ome, a discussion 
which cannet be undertaken here due to limitations of space. 

3 For thé application of this operational madel in the analysis 
of another problem of English grammar, see Hirtle 1982. 
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In (7), any expresses an intermediate quantity, sorne indefini te 
number of individuals within "the hardy hundreds". Similarly, 
1 n: 

(8) ••• tlzere was no sound or> light in the 
enti"f'e house to indioate tint any of the 
oaaupants were awake. 

Judging by the evidence of were, we are to interpret any as 
evoking more than one from the group "the occupants". This inter
media te scope of any in (7) and ( 8) can be contras ted wi th i ts 
sense in (9): 

(9) If any of them has any p01Je"f' to veto the 
Secretar>y General' s deci~don the 1'latufle 

of the organization wiZ l have ohanged. 

Here, if one can judge by the verb hau, any expresses 'one, no 
matter which' from among the group constituted by "them". This 
minimal scope sense is sometimes made explicit by lexical means, 
as in (10): 

( 10) Tum off at any one of the marked pionio 
areas. 

Besides providing further illustration of the quantitative varia
tion already noted, these sentences bring out clearly a second 
characteristic of any. ln (7), (8), (9) and (10), the phrase 
following orny evokes a group or set out of whi ch anu selects a 
sub-set made up of one or more individuals. That is to say, 
pronominal any designates a quantity as part of a whole which is 
often expressed by an of-phrase. In other words, a>~u functions 
as a par>at-ioe. 

It is important ta keep this partitive function in mind if 
only because it helps us ta understand the role of any in other 
contexts •. For example, in: 

p 1) At eaoh step of a derivation we look 
ihmugh aU the trunaformationa ta now if 
·any ave appUcable, apply any that We fincl 
ar•e app liaab le and oMiga tory ;, • 

the first any has the intermediate sense of 'sorne', 'a certain 
nurnber' out of "a 11 the trans forma ti ons". Th at 1 s, we have a 
partitive functi on he re as v1e 11 , even though the re i s no of
phrase. Indeed, one could add of them to emy here l~ithout 
subs tan ti ally changi ng the sense. 

The second any in (11) expresses something li~e 'all those', 
and so wouhl appear to evoke maximum scope, that is, the totality 
of those "that v1e find are applicable and obligatory" .. Can we 
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properly speak of a partitive function in a case like this? I 
thi nk we can be cause any he re evokes all the en ti ti es in a set, 
the totality of parts making up a whole. This is a significant 
point because it tells us· that pronominal any can function as a 
partitive whatever its quantitative sense: 

-maximum scope would correspond to all parts; 
- intermedi a te scope woul d correspond to a number 

of parts; 
- minimal scope would correspond to a single part. 

We are now in a position to characterize pronominal any with a 
little more precision. It is not merely a quantifier, but rather 
a paPtitive quantifieP since it evokes a quantity or scope as a 
portion, more or less extensive, of a who le. ln other words, any 
evokes a quantity as one term of a part-whole relationship. 

How about adjectival any? Can it be realistically con
sidered a partitive quantifier? In examples (1) and (2) above 
thi nk it can, be cause the very me ani ng of the sentence i s to 
select one out of a larger number, one part out of the whole. 
Similarly for examples (3) and (4) where, although there is no 
idea of a choice since any has a 'maximum scope' reading, there 
is the idea of including all the individuals in the set, all the 
parts of the whole, however many or few they may turn out to be. 
Likewise in (5) and (6), the effect of any is clearly to set off 
one portion as opposed to another - what has been called a con
trastive use. Thus in 

.(5) /j' <111y wordo and plll"anrlo a1•u ful'mlllŒiu, 
Ûle!f are. 

a portion of ''words and phrases" is considered as possibly formu
laic, thereby distinguishing certain words from the rest, which 
are,by implication, not formulaic. Such observations permit us 
to characterize any, whether in pronominal or adjectival usage, 
as a partitive quantHi er. 

So far we have been looking at examples involving substan
tives expressi ng dis crete or 'co un t' notions. The two charac
teristics of any discerned up to this point- quantitive varia
tion and par.titive representation -are also found Y~here 
substantives expressing continuate or 'mass' notions are con
cerned. Thus in: 

(12) Confivaata any ataohot you find. 

any, with maximum scope, evokes all the alcohol found, Ylhatever 
the amount. Similarly in: 

(13) Doeo t/ria ouageot ... tlut the UN io 
·making any proogreso wJzate.varo totJarod ·itn 
aoat? 
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the writer seems to have in mind something like 'even the 
s li ghtes t progress' , i .e., a minimum scope, as opposed to wh at 
someone el se might have claimed or even expected under the circum
stances. Finally, in: 

(14) I don't .think he got to drink any of it." 

any with intermediate scope evokes seme drinkable portion of 
whatever liquid "it" refers to. Such examples show that any, 
wh ether used as a pronoun or an adjective, can evoke a quantity 
as part of a who 1 e, be the who 1 e represented as 'cou nt' or 'mass' • 

Viewing any in this way - as a partitive - helps' to clarify 
an important theoretical point about the nature of the limits 
imposed on the underlyi ng movemen t of quantification. 1 t can new 
be seen that the maximum scope of any is determined in a given 
sentence by the size of the whole or set of which it evokes the 
totality. That is to say, any can evoke a quantity just as great 
as, but never greater than, that of its substantive simply 
because part or parts cannet be greater than the whole. At the 
ether extreme, any must evoke at least a minimal' quantity (one 
for 'cou nt' no ti ons, and the sma lles t imagine able amount for 
'mass' notions) because no quanti ty at all would not cons ti tu te 
a part. That is to say, the limits we have recognized in observ
ing various uses of any are by no means arbitrary; they are a 
necessary consequence of the postulate that any is by nature a 
partitive. 

The clnim thilt ml!J evokcs il quanti ty as part of a who le 
helps us tc understand its functioning in a number of uses. One 

·of the most common uses of any is the expression: 

(15) in any event 

with the sense of 'whatever happens'. Generally used tc sum up a 
discussion during which a number of eventualities have been sug
ges ted, this expression evokes the prospective real i zati on of one 
happening or set of ci rcums tances among a 11 th ose envi saged, a 
sense made possible by itspartitive nature,which permits '"'V to 
evoke one possibility from among a set of possibilities. Expres
sions like in any aaœ and at any rate also ill.ustrate this use 
of any with minimal scope. 

The functioning of any in a negative sentence can be shawn 
by the following: 

• Lars Hermerén has pointed out that if any is stressed, it will 
have the sense of 'even the slightest bit', suggestive of 
minimum scope. This observation calls attention tc ·another 
facet of any whose examination would be toc lengthy to under
take he re. 

• 
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(16) Thero isn't any Santa Claus. 

This might be said by sorne disappointed youngster who had ex
pected to fi nd a Santa Claus in a store. Any permits him to 
evoke the possibi lity of finding him whereas the negation denies 
this possibility access to reality. (16) may, however, have 
another sense. It might also be said by someone discovering that 
Santa Claus is not a real persan. In this case, "Santa Claus" is 
thought as a proper noun, as a substantive whose extension is 
limited to one individual. That is to say, the whole or set pre
sented by the substantive is made ur of one indivisible part. 
This single part which constitutes the whole is evoked by rmu; 
when it is negated, it is the very existence of the individual 
and the set that is denied. 

The following sentence provides another negative context: 

(17) /le doesn't Zend his !Jook., to anybody. 

Read with falling intonation on any, the sentence suggests that 
the speaker lends his books to nobody. That is, a single pas• 
sible borrower is evoked by any as typical of all possible bor
rowers. When negated, it has the effect of denying his lending 
to· any pers on whoever he may be. On the other ha nd, if ar•u i s 
given a fall-rise tone, the sentence expresses another meaning: 
'he doesn't lend his books to everybody, just to certain people'. 
In this case, anuborly has maximum scope. · The negation denies 
this ali-inclusive scope, but not narrower scopes, so the sen
tence implies that the subject does lend his books to certain 
people. 

Since it is time to conclude, let me summarize by ansvœring 
the question, or rather the questions, asked by the title of 
this paper: 

Can Any F:xprens any ·Quantit;u? 

Read without stress on any, the question calls for the ans11er 
"yes" because it amounts to asking if ""il can express quantity, 
if any is a quantifier. On the ether hand, if any is stressed, 
it evokes the possibility of all thedifferent quantities 
imagineable, quantity here expressing a 'count' notion. In this 
case, although we have seen that any can express a variety of 
quantities, we must ans\11er 11 n0 11 because any, being a partitive, 
cannat express a quanti ty grea ter th an the who le evoked by the 
substantive, or snmller than the minimal part involved in the 
l'hale. HaVIever, any can evoke any quantity 1'ithin these limits 
because its potential meaning is a mental movement v1hich can be 
i ntercepted anywhere between i ts begi nni ng an.d i ts end. 
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